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About This Content

Only the host needs to own this DLC.

1-4 Players | Ages 13 & Up

Approximately 60-120 minutes

Pillars of Eternity: Lords of the Eastern Reach is a 1-4 player card game based on Obsidian Entertainment's award-winning and
best-selling Pillars of Eternity computer role-playing game.

The players are lords and ladies who hire troops, recruit heroes, and build defenses to fend off fiendish monsters...and their
fellow players. The limited resources are represented by counters, while the buildings and armies are cards. A number of

resources are drawn each turn and unused resources are passed on to the other players. Players may choose to go on dangerous
adventures or engage in battles against their fellow players.
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I just wish this dlc added more deer like whitetailed deer and elk but this dlc is nice because it adds deer in general which should
be in the game by default but this free dlc completely fixes that. This was a good idea from the development team because it
adds deer and because its free its just basically a nice final touch to that default game.. cheap and fun af. this is the best game i
had playded ever. Terrible game, terrible controls, terrible grindy feel with just no challenge. This was a disappointment for me,
too many repetitions. The same, space used over and over again. Clearly a sign of the developer upcoming bankruptcy, and the
grasping for straws.. Technical note: not even English subtitles on the extras. Please think of us foreign watchers!)

Got this for $1 and I guess I can recommend at this price, and because, well, it certainly isn't a waste of time.
However, while people in this documentary have interesting things to say, as a whole, the film is unfocused and largely unwilling
to find a general message. It presents a group of unconnected people who are shown as if they're living together (?), and it
mostly has footage that was shot years ago but doesn't care to add a "what happened next" section at the end... Is it because what
happened next for most of the people featured wasn't so good? (Tale of Tales closing shop, Davey's depression, etc.)
Well, this is still part of an artist's journey, and the film denies us that.
In fact, I think the film's main goal is to encourage everyone to create games, and to do that it blissfully ignores the fact that
99.9% of all game developments, especially in indie, don't end well. And this isn't likely to get any better, given that the number
of daily releases on Steam has multiplied by 10 in just 3-4 years.
Then again, you can always dream big.. This soundtrack is rhythmic, just enjoy it.. Everything I try to play this game there is
some sort of tech issue.. Ignore the lack of playing time with this review. I bought this game when it first came out and got this
copy for free when I pre-ordered Age of Wonders III. Frankly, Age of Wonders is the best fantasy 4X series I've played.
Shadow Magic was the best in the franchise, until Age of Wonders three came out. This is one of the best, "One more turn."
games. The developers even put in a clock in the UI, because so many fans requested after playing for many hours longer than
they intended.

If you like the genre, then this game is worth the $10. However, I would recommend spending $30 on the latest game.. Really
fun game in the same vein as classic beat-em-ups, especially games like River city rampage, with great art and great action. Why
doesn't this then get my recommendation? The game crashes EVERY TWO LEVELS for no discernible reason. When it
happens once, that's something I can overlook. When it happens 10 times.... I'm going to uninstall the game and give it a big
thumbs down.

Maybe you'll have better luck than I had.....
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The only good thing about having the Deluxe Edition and getting 5 low quality mission addons called "DLC" while the real
Scottish DLC is not included because it is technically not a DLC but rather downloadable content called an "Extension" - ??? -
(DLC = Downloadable Content)- ??? - is that I can at least leave 5 instead of 1 negative review.... If you wanna be the ultimate
negro in Arkham City and beatdown fools play this!
And if you just wanna watch Catwoman's booty play this B!. I'm a huge fan of carnival arcade games, and Pierhead Arcade is
one of my favorite games! There are a good amount of choices and I would love to have even more content added. I wish there
were more games like this!. what is this. No where near as good as I was expecting.

Theres just...Nothing...The whole game lacks substance the story is \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing transparent as all hell, the
fighting mechanics are interesting to a point, the girls all \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing suck, except for Eve.

Lets tackle the story first. There is just a whole of nothing, don't expect a good story going into this. It briefly touch's on it and
then it throws you out\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665first into the game. Bottom line is you're fighting geometric shapes
with telepathic abilitys. Grab a gun, pick your waifu, and you're off. You've got 30 days to woo the girl of your choosing and
prepare yourself for the final fight which, to me, was the only challenging part about the game.

When I play a visual novel\/dating sim, the most important thing to me is the girls. The story could
be\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 but good girls can potentially save the game. Sometimes. That is not the case with this, the
girls all suck (Except for Eve) and I could give two \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 about them, dialog is horribly written
and the voice acting, while not half bad at some parts, still cause my ears to bleed.

I'm not asking for Sunrider level story-telling here, I'm just asking why I should give a\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665
I felt no emotion playing this game, the dates I went on with the girls showed no reason that they should love me, the Eve route
all you do is just train a bit and all of a sudden she loves you. Before the final fight they try and make it seem like your long
struggle is coming to an end and all I could think of was "What struggle?" The aliens haven't been that much of a threat the
entire game and yet the game wants you to think its like facing your life-long enemy.

Basically, what this all boils down to, is what I mentioned before. It lacks substance. Story, Girls. Gameplay Mechanics. Its all
there, if you look hard enough, but there is nothing there to support any of that. Why should I give
a\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665about a city that looks like it has zero people in it, why should I give
a\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665about all these soldiers that just showed up during the final fight, why should I care
that Jon got half of his torso blown off, who even is Jon???

Save your money. But if you're really curious about the game buy it on sale.. Since I beat the game w\/out the talisman, I guess
its not bad to have it, makes the game little more intriguing, by adding more RPG element.
If you can spare 3 bucks its worth addition.. I liked jump boxer so I bought this game. This is much better than jump boxer. The
main downside is the backtracking. Everything you do, you do backwards too. Other than that, pretty good game with some nice
art and mostly good controls. Hi

In one word the game as it stands in early access is good, i have spoke to the devs and it is being commited 100% this game i see
not many in its industry will go far,

Of course there is some down sides thats why its in early access, to understand the recipes etc needs a better totorial but they
know this and it will be changed its a solid game that could become much better devs have said there will be updates daily.

i would say buy it now why its little cheaper as this game could sell for 19.99 easy

good game hopefully will get even better as time goes
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